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Discrete-time signals

Fourier-domain 
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Sampling and 
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z-transform DFT/FFT

Discrete-time systems

Discrete-time 
signals and systems

Structure

Analysis

Filter design



Sampling of Continuous-Time 
Signals
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Periodic sampling

 From continuous-time          to discrete-time

 Sampling period T
 Sampling frequency 
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Samples/second Radians/second



Two-stages representation

 Mathematically
 Impulse train modulator
 Conversion of the impulse train 

into a sequence
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Frequency-domain representation of sampling

 Fourier transform of impulse train is also the periodic impulse train

 Fourier transform of impulse train-modulated signal
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Continuous-variable convolution



Close look into Fourier transform of sampled signal 

 Recall

 Consist of periodic repeated copies of
 Copies are shifted by integer multiples of sampling frequency
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Arbitrary bandlimited
Fourier transform



Signal recovery

 If                                                  , 
exact recovery of signals is possible 
using ideal lowpass filter
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Continuous-time signal



Aliasing effect

 If                  , the copies of              are overlap

 Reconstructed output cannot be the same with the original signal
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Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem

 Given a bandlimited signal          with

Then           is uniquely determined by its samples                                       

if

 is called Nyquist frequency
 is called Nyquist (sampling) rate 
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Fourier transform of x[n]

 From          to 

 From              to 
 By taking continuous-time Fourier transform

 By taking discrete-time Fourier transform
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Fourier transform of x[n] (continue)

 Relation between              and

 is simply a frequency-scaled version of              with
 It can also be thought as frequency axis normalization
 Sampling frequency                        
 Sampling frequency always mapped to                 in DTFT 
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Sampling and reconstruction example

 Sample                                 with sampling period T=1/6000 



 Highest frequency in          is
 Sampling frequency
 Satisfying Nyquist theorem

 Frequency-domain representation
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Sampling and reconstruction example (continue)
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Also read Example 4.2



Practical example of communications signal

 We will obtain discrete-time system by sampling a continuous-time digital 
communications signal

 Let the transmit signal

 Consider the received signal modelled as (assuming noiseless case)
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Information symbols
Symbol pulse shaping function

Propagation channel



Practical example of communications signal

 Using the distributive property of convolution
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Practical example of communications signal

 Sampling at

 Define

 Then

 LTI system!
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Practical example of communications signal

 Consider practical raised-cosine filter p(t)

Roll-off factor

 Note
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Practical example of communications signal

 Consider practical multipath propagation channel q(t)

 Ignore power attenuation for simplicity
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Two-way multipath



Practical example of communications signal

 The effective channel becomes

and the sampled channel becomes

 Take DTFT of h[n]:

 Amplitude of frequency response becomes
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Practical example of communications signal

 If  If
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Multipath induces a null 
in the frequency response



Reconstruction
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Requirement for reconstruction

 Based on Nyquist sampling theorem, a signal can be exactly recovered 
from its samples when
 The signal is bandlimited

 Sampling frequency is large enough

 + knowledge of sampling period to recover the signal
To determine bandwidth of lowpass filter
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Reconstruction steps

 (1) Given x[n] and T, form a continuous-time impulse train

 the n-th sample is associated with the impulse at t=nT

 (2)          is filtered by an ideal lowpass continuous-time filter
with frequency response   
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Block diagram representation
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Mathematical expression of reconstruction

 Assume the cutoff frequency of ideal lowpass filter is

 Any cutoff frequency works as long as 

 Impulse response of the ideal lowpass filter is
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Mathematical expression of reconstruction

 Reconstructed signal becomes

 Is this the same as         ?
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Simplified block diagram representation
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Ideal discrete-to-continuous-time (D/C) converter



Ideal D/C converter in frequency domain

 Recall



 : frequency-scaled version of              with

 selects the base period of the periodic                and compensate 
for 1/T scaling from sampling         
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Practical D/C converter

 “An ideal DAC converts the abstract numbers into a conceptual sequence of 
impulses that are then processed by are construction filter using some form of 
interpolation to fill in data between the impulses. A conventional practical DAC 
converts the numbers into a piecewise constant function made up of a sequence 
of rectangular functions that is modeled with the zero-order hold.”

30From https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital-to-analog_converter



Discrete-Time Processing of 
Continuous-Time Signals
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 Overall system is continuous-time processing
 Continuous-time processing of discrete-time signals also possible
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Overall block diagram



Output signal

 Necessary conditions
 The discrete-time system is LTI
 Continuous-time signal          is bandlimited
 Sampling rate       is at or above the Nyquist rate

 If all conditions are satisfied, the output signal becomes 

where 
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Cutoff frequency of 
ideal lowpass filter



Detailed steps

 If the system is LTI:



 If          is bandlimited, i.e.,                                          , and the sampling 
rate is at or above the Nyquist rate  
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Ideal lowpass filter in D/C



Lowpass filtering example
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Lowpass filtering example
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Impulse invariance

 Want to implement the continuous-time impulse response          using 
discrete-time system        or vise versa

 How to design         based on         ?
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Impulse invariance

 Recall

 We want to have 

 In time-domain:
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Impulse invariance example

 How to obtain an ideal lowpass discrete-time filter with cutoff frequency 
from a continuous-time ideal lowpass filter?

 Define the corresponding discrete-time impulse response as
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Ideal discrete-time lowpass filter of


